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ABSTRACT

Patent databases contain large amounts of information about the inventions and metadata of corporate patents (such as the technological domain they belong to, their applicants, and inventors). These databases are available online but since they do not provide explicit information about the relationships between different patent metadata, it is not possible for computers to automatically process such relationships. Several patent ontologies have been proposed so far in order to provide patent knowledge bases with semantics by merging information from different databases and establishing a common vocabulary. However, previous ontology literature has paid limited attention to the representation of specific relationships among metadata and the design of reasoning procedures that would allow some information not explicitly specified in the databases or ontologies to be inferred. This article proposes a methodological approach for the definition of relationships and reasoning tasks for patent analysis by using patent ontologies, and provides a real illustration of its potential in the context of international flows of research knowledge. This declarative method is based on the formal definition of key patent analysis indicators (KPAIs). The case study analysis is relevant because global competition and the importance of multinational firms in the patent process have resulted in firms not only patenting on their domestic markets but also transferring their patents to other markets and developing patents in different countries. In this context, it is important to analyze the connections between the patenting processes and the international knowledge flows of research and development. More specifically, the paper illustrates the applicability of the proposed methodology by classifying patents into the five patterns of internationalization identified by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

1. Introduction

In the current context of massive technological change and growing globalization, “innovation is considered strategically important for the ability of firms to build and sustain competitive advantage thus creating value” [1]. The firm’s patents are resources that may create a barrier to protect the income generated from innovation efforts or otherwise prevent rivals from competing in that innovative space [2]. In this context, the number of patents filed worldwide grew by 7.2% in 2010 compared to a 5.2% increase in global gross domestic product and over 2 million new patent applications were received in the patent offices worldwide in 2010 [3].

The patent applications are known to contain detailed information such as the applicant’s name (or patenting firm), technological type, inventor, geographic location, which is particularly useful for economic development and business research. However, much of the useful information and knowledge that patents can provide requires sophisticated analysis through the connection of multiple data dimensions which are often not explicitly represented in patent databases. This situation generates serious difficulties for the automatic processing of information by computers and traditional patent analysis is therefore expensive and costly in terms of time and manpower [4]. In order to fully exploit patent metadata information and preprocess it for business analysis, this paper proposes an ontology-based method for exploiting the potential of identifying relevant relationships in order to broaden the information and knowledge gathered in patent metadata. The contribution of this paper is to extend previous work on patent ontologies with a declarative approach by means of the formal definition of key
patent analysis indicators (henceforth referred to as KPAIs) in the OWL language.

In recent years, ontologies have become more and more popular in information system engineering [5–9] for describing information as they provide formal, uniform and shareable representations about a domain, and various patent ontologies have been proposed. Patent ontologies classify concepts (such as metadata found in most patent databases or keywords found in patent documents) hierarchically so that patent classifications may be developed and complex relationships between concepts may be examined.

One of the most used ontology languages is OWL [10]. Much of the power of the OWL ontology, whereby model-theoretic semantics are based on description logics, relies on its reasoning capabilities [11]. Reasoning in OWL allows certain verification procedures to be executed such as consistency checks, concept satisfaction and classification. More specifically, when relevant relationships are identified and represented between concepts in OWL, different external reasoners are available to classify concepts based on these relationships.

Our work offers a formal definition of key patent analysis indicators (henceforth referred to as KPAIs) and proposes a methodology to identify and represent new relationships between concepts that allow KPAIs which are not explicitly specified in patent metadata to be inferred. The declarative nature of the proposed methodology involves first declaring the concepts and relationships which are then used by the reasoners to automatically reclassify all present and future data.

By using a sample implementation, our paper also shows how the proposed methodology allows OWL ontologies to represent new relationships between concepts gathered in patent documents. In particular, this research analyses information about international patent flows by implementing a classification which depends on patent internationalization. Such developments also illustrate the potential of ontologies for managing and researching the field of business.

Although previous literature has used artificial intelligence algorithms in the context of ontologies to analyze patents for detecting emerging information from specific keywords [12,13], these ontologies are not using declarative approaches. The declarative approaches complement artificial intelligence algorithms by a priori delimiting concepts in the ontology. Certain ontologies in fields other than patents have identified relevant relationships between concepts to infer new knowledge such as in the field of biological science [14] or in the field of context modeling [15]. As far as we know, none of the previous ontologies has proposed a methodology to identify new relationships and implement them in OWL to infer new knowledge, and no previous work has implemented relationships specifically on the patent data domain.

The information inferred from the proposed methodology could be used by academics and practitioners alike to improve their studies based on patents. This topic is especially relevant in the current context of competition in which firms are increasing their innovative activities organized at international levels [16]. Our case study can lead to the implementation of strategies based on the internationalization of innovative activities, and will allow firms to create a global competitive advantage [17].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background study of patents, ontologies and patent ontologies; Section 3 describes the methodology of the proposal and presents a case study; Section 4 complements our methodology with the description of its potential to modify the declarative approach; Section 5 shows the performance of our proposal by running two reasoners in the context of our case study; and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by discussing the contributions of the research.

2. Background and literature survey

2.1. Patents

Patents are legal documents that describe technological inventions and protect the rights of the inventor of an industrial property to exploit the invention. Patent documents are organized into multiple metadata fields that contain information such as the inventor, applicant, international technological classification, title, description and claims, among others.

Patents are frequently used as indicators of technology and predictors of economic performance [18]. They are also used to measure the inventivefulness of countries, regions, firms or inventors [17]. One of the many uses of patent statistics is to measure the dynamics of the innovation process (e.g. co-operation between industries or countries). These enable the patterns and intensity of international co-invention and foreign ownership of domestic inventions (and vice versa) to be tracked. This is particularly useful nowadays in the global market where it is common to use alliances between different geographical locations to obtain research synergies and to acquire new technological competences [16]. In conclusion, as stated in the OECD’s patent statistics manual: “patent data provide unique insights into the processes and outcomes of inventive activities (e.g. the location of inventive activities, inventive networks, emerging technologies, etc.)”. Used with other data, they support the analysis of other dimensions of innovation that are of policy interest, such as the role of intellectual property in economic performance, entrepreneurship, and the tracking of linkages in the science and technology system” [16].

Traditional patent analyses require significant cost, time and manpower [4], because they need to download the target patent documents into a customized database and manually query the database in order to reclassify patent documents based on a new classification. Whenever new patent documents must be added to the analysis, the customized database must be updated and a new query must be designed and performed.

Algorithmic approaches are useful to analyze the big amount of information in the patent database. Multivariable analyses (e.g. factorial analysis) are usually used to extract key information without a priori fixed model, and a model is trained with the extracted information to predict consequences [4].

In declarative approaches, the model is a priori proposed, and subsequent changes only need the change in the ontology while software tools may remain stable. In any case, the information and data that patents can provide require sophisticated analysis to connect multiple data dimensions and these are not explicitly represented in any patent database. As a result, it is extremely difficult for computers and statistical software applications to automatically process the information. This paper proposes the development of a methodology used in a patent ontology to declare concepts and new relationships to automatically infer information that is not explicitly written in the patent metadata.

2.2. Ontologies

Various definitions of ontology have been proposed in the literature [19,20] and one of the most widely used is the ‘specification of a conceptualization’ [21]. Ontologies consist of a formal description of concepts (classes) and their properties, relationships, constraints and behavior [19,22]. Ontologies describe a common vocabulary for each particular domain, enabling for example the automatic search for concepts, regardless of the terms used to represent the same concepts.

Ontologies are useful when dealing with large collections of information found in data repositories since they are able to
maintain the information in a hierarchical organization of concepts and their subsumptions, like a taxonomic hierarchy [23]. In terms of ontology languages, OWL [10] has become the de facto standard in the system and software engineering community.

OWL has a formal semantics based on description logics [24]. There are several OWL-based reasoners such as Pellet [25] or Hermit [26] that perform verification procedures such as consistency checks, concept satisfaction and classification.

There are several published proposals for creating ontologies for any purpose by declaring concepts and properties (see [27] for a review) with the most cited being ‘Ontology Development 101’ [19]. No previous publication, however, deals with the methodology for creating axioms and exploiting the ontology with the power of reasoning in order to enrich the way firms could analyze their innovation.

This paper will use OWL-based reasoners and the most widely used visual tool to create ontologies, Protégé [28] to discuss and illustrate how ontologies may be efficient systems for representing patent information and reasoning, by identifying new contexts and dependency information not shown in the patent databases.

2.3. Patent ontologies

Different ontologies about patents have been implemented in recent years. These ontologies allow different patent databases to be integrated with a homogeneous representation of semantics. Two main different groups of patent ontologies can be identified: patent ontologies that make use of artificial intelligence algorithms for data-mining and patent ontologies that make use of techniques that are based on the declaration of concepts.

In the first group are the ontologies that use the frequency of certain words found in patent documents to analyze technological trends or other useful information [29–31]. This type of work uses text data mining and intelligent algorithms to create patent ontologies. In the ontologies using artificial intelligence, patent data is analyzed and a model is derived from the data.

Other patent ontologies that use artificial intelligence algorithms have been developed with OWL from keywords included in the patents but not from the metadata [32–34]. These ontologies mainly search specific topics to reflect new technological developments and fields but do not use patent metadata such as the applicant, and inventor, which may be useful for business analysis. These ontologies also reclassify patent documents by querying the ontology. However, they do not provide a methodology to implement complex analysis where auxiliary classes and properties are needed. These complex analyses are difficult to implement with queries and it is also difficult to reuse the auxiliary classes in other future complex analyses. In any case, the ontologies based on keywords and other patent information could be combined with patent metadata ontologies to increase the knowledge base, and enabling the information required for business analysis to be processed automatically.

In the second group, ontologies are structured models of concepts to represent the patent metadata (patent ontologies using concept declaration). Although these metadata-based patent ontologies represent the concepts of patent metadata, they do not identify relevant or complex relationships between these concepts in the ontology. The most relevant declarative patent ontologies based on patent metadata and represented in OWL are Patexpert, which is an ontology created within the European Patexpert project [35,36], and the PatentOntology, which was created at Stanford University [37].

Patexpert is a huge patent ontology developed over the core Suggested Upper Merge Ontology (SUMO). The ontology combines several smaller ontologies, such as PMO (patent metadata ontology) that represents all the metadata used in most patent databases. Within the project, several applications using the ontology were developed. The public ontology is not populated and mostly focuses on the delimitation of a global structure to include patent metadata information.

PatentOntology is a newer ontology created explicitly to integrate heterogeneous domains [37] and only for patents recovered from the USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Office) database. PatentOntology simultaneously represents patent metadata and information from patent court cases. This combination of information helps companies to find not only the patent claims in a technological area but also to discover whether the claims are still valid or have been invalidated by a court. This ontology reduces the time required by companies to search for this information since all the information is in one knowledge base.

The methodology that we present in this paper is based on the reasoners' ability to infer information rather than on the creation of an ontology, as in previous work. More specifically, we use the reasoners to infer new knowledge based on the relationships between ontology concepts. Our proposal could therefore be applied to an ontology created by a declarative approach or on an ontology created through data mining analysis.

3. A proposal enabling explicit relationships to be made between concepts in patent ontologies and a case study

This methodological proposal is based on the declaration of concepts, properties and relationships between concepts, extending the creation of ontologies proposed by Noy and McGuinness [19] and further developed by Darlington and Culley [38] with further steps to declare classes and relationships for inferring new further knowledge with existing reasoning tools. In order to apply this method for analyzing relationships in ontologies, it is desirable to have an already implemented ontology, which we call the ‘host ontology’. In this case, the proposal has been implemented on PatentOntology, although it could be implemented on any existing or new patent metadata ontology.

When the number of international patents filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) grew by 5.7% in 2010 [3], managers had to consider the specific geographical location of their firms and to decide on the specific location of the invention process. It is therefore important to analyze the connections between patenting processes and international knowledge flows of research and development. In this context, the importance of developing specific relationships between concepts to fully understand the situation of this internationalization is particularly important.

In order to illustrate the applicability of the methodology, this paper implements the proposal by classifying corporate patents into the five patterns of internationalization identified by the OECD [16].

The OECD classification aims to study international flows of knowledge based on patent owner country and inventor country, thereby sorting patents according to whether the research has been conducted by subsidiaries of a multinational corporation, by joint ventures or by co-operation between companies, etc. The OECD classification therefore divides patents into five groups:

1. Purely domestic ownership of foreign inventions (country A owner and country B inventor).
2. Domestic ownership implying co-ownership with a single inventor (countries A and B owners but only country B inventor).
3. Domestic ownership with co-invention (countries A and B inventors but only country A owner).
4. Co-ownership jointly with co-invention (countries A and B inventors and owners).
5. Cross-border ownership or inventorship with separate inventor and owner countries (A and B owners and C inventor).

This OECD classification of the geographical location of innovative activities is important because of its implication for the technological capacity of countries and in order to quantify the intensity and geographical patterns of these activities [39,40].

The following subsections describe each of the steps comprising the proposed method (see Table 1) and the method is also implemented as an example. The example is the OECD classification in a patent ontology. This example is implemented on PatentOntology (which acts as the “host ontology”) and highlights how by following our method reasoners may classify current and future patent documents into the corresponding OECD groups.

3.1. Step 1. Enumerate the key patent analysis indicators (KPAIs)

3.1.1. Procedure

Developing an ontology begins with the delimitation of the important concepts in the ontology domain. This involves not only a conceptual mapping whereby experts in the target ontology domain identify the domain’s important concepts through brainstorming or discussion but also the definition of concepts and identification of synonyms or terms defining the same concept.

The first step in our proposed methodology is similar and consists of the full delimitation of new concepts delimitated by different concepts of the ontology: these new concepts are the key patent analysis indicators (KPAIs) for our analysis. The host patent ontology includes metadata information such as applicant, inventor and applicant country, and the KPAIs will be defined by specific relationships between these different metadata in the ontology.

3.1.2. Application

This step enumerates the important concepts to deal with our objectives by identifying the KPAIs delimited by the OECD classification. The KPAIs will be the different patterns that classify patents into an international research flow classification depending on the specific values of the applicants’ and inventors’ countries. In this case, there are five KPAIs, each corresponding to each of the five patterns identified by the OECD:

1. PurelyDomesticForeignInventors: representing purely domestic ownership of foreign inventors.
3. DomesticWithCoinventors: representing domestic ownership with co-invention.
4. Jointly: representing co-ownership jointly with co-invention.
5. CrossBorder: representing cross-border ownership or inventorship with distinct inventor and owner countries.

3.2. Step 2. Enumerate auxiliary terms

3.2.1. Procedure

This step involves defining the auxiliary concepts which are required to represent the complex relationships (or axioms) that will complete the KPAI definition. These auxiliary terms depend heavily on how each specific analyst sees the structure of the analyzed complex relationships. In their general method for representing ontologies, Noy and McGuinness recognize that: ‘there is no one correct way to model a domain – there are always viable alternatives’ [19]. In order to illustrate the different ways of delimitating one specific auxiliary term: If the analyst needs patent delimitation to simultaneously include a specific field and a filing date, it will be possible to use at least two different methods. The first is to delimitate two auxiliary terms (patents in that field and patents with that filing date) and to combine both into a subsequent axiom. The second is to delimitate a single auxiliary term which includes both features. We will illustrate this step with the discussion of our case analysis, where this assertion could also be applied.

3.2.2. Application

In the case study, we delimitate one of the auxiliary terms as the number of countries where the different applicants reside. The OECD classification must use the patent owner for classification purposes. We will use the field “applicant” to represent the applicant as the first owner of the patent and will continue to be so until the patent is sold to a third party. Another auxiliary term which is required for Step 5 is the number of different countries where the inventors reside. These auxiliary terms will help to create the axioms in Step 5.

3.3. Step 3. Represent the KPAIs and auxiliary terms in OWL classes and class hierarchies

3.3.1. Procedure

Once the KPAIs have been identified, this step consists in ordering the KPAIs hierarchically and representing them as ontology classes. There are several ways of ordering the hierarchy: bottom-up, top-down, or a combination of the two. Although all of these could lead to a different class hierarchy, there is no clear better way to represent an ontology and it will really depend on author preferences for each application. Nevertheless, patent analysis through the representation of the KPAIs will normally generate a reduced number of classes to organize and there are no large differences between the methods chosen for ordering the hierarchy. This step also involves the representation of the auxiliary terms defined in Step 2 as ontology classes.

3.3.2. Application

In this step, we represent the concept “classification OECD” with the OWL class InternationalOECD, and as a subclass of the parent class Patent which belongs to the host ontology PatentOntology. Additionally, the five KPAIs identified by the OECD are subclasses of InternationalOECD.

In the same way, the auxiliary terms are also represented as OWL subclasses of the parent class Patent, which belongs to the PatentOntology. We represent these classes in OWL as: NumberApplicantCountries and NumberInventorCountries. Both classes have their subclasses and we shall now represent these in OWL (in brackets): one subclass involving only one country (ApplicantCountry1 and InventorCountry1), another subclass involving two countries (ApplicantCountry2 and InventorCountry2) and the final subclass involving three or more countries (ApplicantCountry3more and InventorCountry3more).

3.4. Step 4. Define class properties

3.4.1. Procedure

Class properties represent the internal structure of concepts. This step declares the properties that the classes representing each KPAI need. These properties link one class to another or one class with a type of data: integer, dateTime, Boolean, etc. In this step, property restrictions are also described, e.g. domain (classes that a property describes) and range (permitted classes with which a property links).

3.4.2. Application

In order to define the axioms of Step 5 that will allow the KPAIs in this case study to be inferred, certain class properties between
patent and applicant countries and inventor countries must be defined. These class properties are:

\begin{align*}
\text{hasApplicantCountry}. & \text{ This property links patents with applicant countries. In accordance with description logic notation }[24] \\
\text{Domain (hasApplicantCountry, PatentDocument)} & \\
\text{Range (hasApplicantCountry, State)} & \\
\text{hasInventorCountry}. & \text{ This property links patents with the inventor countries.} \\
\text{Domain (hasInventorCountry, PatentDocument)} & \\
\text{Range (hasInventorCountry, State)} & \\
\end{align*}

3.5. Step 5. Create the reasoning axioms

3.5.1. Procedure

This is the main step of our proposed method. All the classes and properties represented in the previous steps and the classes and properties existing in the host ontology are now combined so that complex relationships may be made between them. The reasoning axioms will be useful for delimitating relationships to enable patents to be classified according to certain KPAs.

Unlike traditional databases, OWL follows the open world assumption (OWA) which implies that if something is not explicitly stated then we cannot assume that it is true or false merely that it is unknown. In order to infer new knowledge and reason about certain relationships, it is sometimes necessary to close this OWA [41] by using closures axioms. When these axioms are applied on the properties, they limit the extension of the properties of a class.

This step will combine existing or auxiliary classes or properties to define the classes created in Step 1 (KPAs). This step also creates the auxiliary closure axioms necessary to implement the reasoning.

3.5.2. Application

Firstly, in order to represent the classes of the OECD classification that involve inventors residing in a single country, two different countries or three or more countries, it is advisable to close the OWA so as to enable reasoning in some of the classes identified in Step 1. This step applies closure axioms over the classes NumberOfApplicantCountries and NumberOfInventorCountries for the six different subclasses (ApplicantCountry1, InventorCountry1, ApplicantCountry2 and InventorCountry2, ApplicantCountry3more and InventorCountry3more). For example, the class ApplicantCountries2 needs a closure axiom so that the cardinality of the property “hasApplicantCountry” is exactly two countries. According to description logic notation:

\[
\text{ApplicantCountries2} \equiv \exists2 \text{hasInventorCountry} \land \\
\geq 2 \text{hasInventorCountry} \quad \text{(Axiom1)}
\]

Consequently, all the patents declared as individuals of this class have exactly two applicant countries. These closure axioms will enable us to determine the exact number of applicant or inventor countries and this will subsequently be used to create other axioms. Not only do the closure axioms enable equivalent classes to be represented with negations but they also allow us to represent the exact number of inventor and applicant countries.

Secondly, this step implements the axioms that represent the classes in Step 1. For example, the class CrossBorder is a class with two applicant countries and one inventor country where the inventor country is different from those of the applicants. For the sake of clarity in the figure and axioms, the case study has made a simplification here which does not affect the global applicability of the illustration. The case study only includes the top five patent filing countries: USA, Japan, China, Germany and Korea (US, JP, CN, DE and KR). For the complete ontology (with all the countries), it is necessary to increase the number of countries to that defined by the World Patent International Organization (WIPO) in its Standard ST.3 [42].

In description logic, this equivalent class is represented as:

\[
\text{CrossBorder} \equiv \text{ApplicantCountries2} \setminus \text{InventorCountry1} \\
\land ((\exists \text{hasApplicantCountry}. (\text{CN}) \land \exists \text{hasInventorCountry}. (\text{CN})) \\
\lor (\exists \text{ApplicantCountry}. (\text{JP}) \land \exists \text{hasInventorCountry}. (\text{JP})) \\
\lor (\exists \text{ApplicantCountry}. (\text{KR}) \land \exists \text{hasInventorCountry}. (\text{KR})) \\
\lor (\exists \text{ApplicantCountry}. (\text{US}) \land \exists \text{hasInventorCountry}. (\text{US})) \\
\lor (\exists \text{ApplicantCountry}. (\text{DE}) \land \exists \text{hasInventorCountry}. (\text{DE}))) \\
\text{ (Axiom2)}
\]

The implementation of this axiom in Protégé is shown in the upper part of Fig. 1.

3.6. Step 6. Invoke the reasoner

3.6.1. Procedure

This is the final step in which new information will be automatically inferred from the relationships (or axioms) identified above and is performed by OWL language reasoners. OWL (and the updated version OWL-2) enables a domain to be described logically. One of its main advantages is that reasoners for this language can be used to infer further information about this state of affairs [43]. The algorithms beneath these inferences are not part of the OWL document and are mostly implemented by third parties as it is difficult for most organizations to duplicate the assortment of capabilities that reasoners can provide [44]. The reasoners will perform verification procedures such as KPAI consistency checks, concept satisfaction and more specifically classification, which automatically classify instances into the newly created classes in Step 1 or KPAs.

![Fig. 1. Class CrossBorder.](image)
3.6.2. Application

In the case study, the reasoner Hermit has classified every patent document into its respective OECD class or KPAI. One example of this can be found in Fig. 1, where the reasoner has inferred that the patent AppKRUS-InvJP (a patent with applicants in two countries KR and US and inventors in one country JP) belongs to the class CrossBorder. The remaining patent documents have also been classified with the corresponding KPAIs and the results were similar (specific details are available for the interested reader from the authors upon request). With these declarations of classes, properties and axioms, all the patents that will populate the ontology in the future will acquire the corresponding international classification.

4. Management of changes

The proposed declarative ontology is particularly useful since it allows the classification to be efficiently adapted to future requirements. Our proposal allows an efficient way to implement modifications over the axioms. In a context of changing business and technological interests, the opportunities for a quick adaptation provides a robust alternative to analyze new situations and different interests.

It might be useful to consider different international corporate classifications, such as the one proposed by Rugman and Verbeke [45] or the modifications subsequently proposed by Dunning et al. [46]. Even if the OECD changes its classification, the proposed methodology can be used to change or redefine the axioms, and the current and future patent documents will be reclassified accordingly. In this way, the declarative approach proposed allows patent documents to be analyzed without requiring further programming tasks to be performed. In the current context of increasing patent internationalization, for example, the OECD could be more restrictive in its classification by redefining CrossBorder to a class with two applicant countries and two inventor countries (instead of the single inventor country in the old CrossBorder definition) and where the inventor countries are different from those of the applicants.

In this case, we must redefine CrossBorder by simply replacing InventorCountry1 with InventorCountry2 in Axiom (2) (see Axiom (3) and Fig. 5).

NewCrossBorder

\[ = \text{ApplicantCountries2} \cap \text{InventorCountries2} \]
\[ \cap (\text{hasApplicantCountry} \cap \text{hasInventorCountry} \cap \text{CN}) \]
\[ \cup (\text{hasApplicantCountry} \cap \text{hasInventorCountry} \cap \text{JP}) \]
\[ \cup (\text{hasApplicantCountry} \cap \text{hasInventorCountry} \cap \text{US}) \]
\[ \cup (\text{hasApplicantCountry} \cap \text{hasInventorCountry} \cap \text{DE}) \]

(Axiom3)

In this case, instead of classifying the patent AppKRUS-InvJP as a CrossBorder patent, the reasoner classifies the patent AppKRUS-InvJPCN (where Korea and USA are the applicant countries and Japan and China are the inventor countries) as a CrossBorder patent.

This proposal highlights the usefulness of representing relevant relationships in OWL in order to increase the knowledge gathered in ontologies or databases. Despite the recognized importance of identifying relevant relationships in the context of patent ontologies, previous publications have used the relationships between concepts in a limited way. The proposal also focuses on ontology specification processes to represent complex relationships in patent metadata ontologies in order to specify certain information and allow the inferred information to be automatically classified and processed by computers. These relationships will provide insights and outcomes of inventive activities [16] and together with other data could show the importance of industrial property strategies in economic performance [47].

5. Evaluation of the reasoning process

In order to evaluate the feasibility and reasonability of the proposed methodology, this section shows the reasoning performance (Step 6 of the proposal methodology), with the two most popular tableaux-based reasoners: Pellet 2.2.0 and Hermit 1.3.5. These two reasoners are used with expressivity OWL-2 DL, and both as plug-ins of the editing tool Protégé version 4.2.0 (build 249) with OWLAPI integrated.

The case study has been built on PatentOntology. Firstly, we have removed all the individuals from PatentOntology and populated it with the controlled individuals that we need for our analysis. Secondly, we have implemented our methodology by adding new classes properties and axioms to PatentOntology.

The complete ontology is written in OWL-2 DL. The main ontology metrics are: it has 79 classes, 45 object properties, 21 individuals (other than patent documents), 73 subclass axioms, 12 equivalent classes axioms (all of them written for this paper), one disjoint class axiom, 65 class assertion axioms and 51 object property assertion axioms. All the experiments are performed on a notebook running OS X 10.6.8 and Java 1.6 on an Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU at 1.86 GHz. Times are taken as the average over 10 independent runs as they were in previous work [48,49].

Table 1 shows the performance of the two reasoners when carrying out the most relevant tasks for our case study. These measures have been taken with different sizes of the ontology ranging from 20 to 50 patent documents. Time is shown in milliseconds (ms).

Table 2 shows that performance of the two reasoners is feasible and enables the reasoners to determine all the subsumption relationships without incurring inconsistencies in a few seconds. In comparison with traditional patent analysis, the researcher’s time is therefore significantly reduced. In traditional patent analysis, the researcher must manually retrieve patent documents that meet certain requirements (such as OECD classification) and perform the retrieval process whenever new patent documents are published. With our methodology, the researcher only needs to write a few axioms and the reasoners will automatically classify all the patent documents in a reduced time. Furthermore, these axioms will be valid for future patent documents in which case the reasoners will only take a matter of seconds to execute automatic reclassification.

6. Conclusions

Patents are good indicators of the processes and outcomes of inventive activities (e.g. the location of inventive activities, inventive networks or emerging technologies), the technological competitiveness of countries, and the cooperation between institutions, firms and countries in the patenting process. Since patents are stored in large databases where this co-operation is not explicitly connected, it is not therefore possible to automatically process these relationships by computer. Ontology languages such as OWL have proved useful for representing knowledge and creating new relationships which are not explicitly written in traditional databases.

This work highlights the usefulness of identifying and representing complex relationships in ontologies to automatically process information that is otherwise hidden in databases and to declaratively identify key analysis parameters.

The paper first defined the specific steps required to represent complex relationships in OWL by representing the KPAIs in order...
to create new classifications that are not explicitly shown in databases. We also demonstrated and implemented our proposal using an example in which the KPAs were the international patent classifications proposed by the OECD. In the current competitive context in which firms are increasing their innovative activities on an international level [16], it is particularly important to analyze the internationalization flows of patents. In our case study, the six steps of the proposal are represented. The case study uses the OWL class and property declarations and axioms (including closure axioms) to implement equivalent classes. These classes are then used by a reasoner (Hermit and Pellet in our example) to classify patents into their corresponding KPAI classes which in this particular case are the OECD classification classes.

Our research highlights the flexibility of ontologies when new descriptions of key concepts, or KPAs, are proposed or needed. Reasoning enables relationships to be efficiently defined in the ontology so that all the information may be automatically reclassified within this new classification in few seconds. A future combination of artificial intelligence algorithms and this reasoning proposal would be especially useful, not only for the analysis of patent metadata, but also to explicitly show the relationships of any data gathered in patents. An effective system to better understand a firm’s international patent portfolio is also useful for managers in a context of growing internationalization.

This paper has practical implications for engineers and researchers, enabling a systematic approach for analyzing the complex and extensive patent information and reducing the analysis time by automatizing the classification defined by the axioms that we declare in the ontology. The interest of extending ontologies with the representation of complex relationships is particularly highlighted in this paper. Managers could also benefit from the development of this proposal since it could result in more efficient ways to analyze the firm’s patent portfolio and implement the correct patent filing policies. Although this paper presents a methodology for representing complex relationships with patent data, future studies might also add financial data from different databases to the current ontology. With this data combination, managers and researchers could be more effective in identifying how international patenting decisions affect a firm’s performance. Although the proposed methodology has been applied to a specific case study, this methodology could be used to any patent analysis, reinforcing its interest and applicability.
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